ABSTRACT During the process of transformation in Hemophilus infiuenzae integration of donor DNA, i.e. the formation of recombinant DNA, involves the incorporation of single-stranded DNA. Evidence was obtained from cesium chloride density gradient centrifugation of DNA from donor-recipient complexes that integration was accompanied by the formation of hybrid DNA with a density intermediate with respect to heavy, 2 H, 15
INTRODUCTION
In bacterial transforming systems considerable evidence has been accumulated which demonstrates that the process of transformation involves the incorporation of donor genetic information by a recipient population (1, 2) and consequentially provides an ideal system for studying the process of recombination of genetic factors at a molecular level. Although it has been known for some time that the number of transformations produced is directly proportional to the number of molecules bound irreversibly, it has not been known how much of this material is physically transferred to bacterial chromosomes. In Hemophilus influenzae under conditions of growth there is little or no release of the donor DNA atoms into the solution during the transformation process '97
The Journal of General Physiology (3) , and the number of cell complements of DNA required to produce a transformation varies from 2 to 5 depending upon the marker tested. The efficiency is high but it is not one. The expectation from these observations is that there should be an association of donor DNA with the bacterial chromosome, but that not all of the donor DNA should become associated as intact macromolecules. In previous studies (4) (5) (6) in order to follow the association of donor DNA into the bacterial chromosome, sucrose density gradient experiments were utilized. They showed that donor atoms were progressively bound to the recipient DNA along with a concomitant increase in recombinant transforming activity. Although donor DNA and transforming activity were transferred to the recipient chromosome, it could not be concluded that this transfer involved a conservative integration of the donor DNA. It should be noted that the association of donor DNA with the recipient was blocked by treatment of the donor DNA or the recipient cell with ultraviolet light (6) . Under these conditions the irreversible uptake of donor DNA was normal. Similar results were obtained by subjecting cells to the low postuptake temperature of 18 C (5). Upon returning these cells to 38 C the association ot donor DNA with the recipient chromosome was resumed. All the above evidence suggested that the uptake of DNA could be dissociated from the integration step, and that recombinants were not formed unless the association of donor DNA with the recipient chromosome occurred (5).
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Evidence for the Uptake of Double-Stranded DNA Following the irreversible uptake of DNA by competent cells in Pneumococcus (13, 14) no DNA resembling native donor DNA is found. On the other hand, in H. influenzae the unintegrated DNA at no time appeared as denatured material. In Fig. 1 are shown cesium chloride density gradients of 3 2 P-labeled donor DNA extracted from transforming cells at 0, 15, and 40 min after a 3 min uptake period. Tritiated ( 3 H) denatured DNA was added as a reference.
There was no evidence of denatured donor material in the transforming cells.
Furthermore, the density of the unintegrated donor DNA was the same as the density of the original donor DNA. It may be concluded that if any denatured Fraction number DNA was generated during the transformation process in H. influenzae it was either degraded or rapidly utilized in the recombination reaction. Following DNA uptake there is a progressive loss of donor transforming activity to a level corresponding to the frequency of transformation for a particular marker (7, 8) . A direct comparison of the specific activities of 32p_ labeled DNA carrying the cathomycin marker was made before and after DNA uptake. These experiments demonstrated that unintegrated donor DNA after uptake lost approximately 60% of its activity in approximately 10 min. The extent of loss in donor DNA, however, was limited; that is, the specific activity after 40 min was the same as that after 10 min for the unintegrated DNA. The failure to obtain denatured donor DNA from transforming cells suggested that some other form of inactivation must be responsible for this loss. Zone sedimentation analysis of unintegrated donor DNA showed that this DNA was somewhat reduced in size and showed lower frequencies of transformation (9) .
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Evidence for the Integration of Single-Stranded DNA Although it could be concluded from the sucrose density gradient experiments that donor atoms were transferred to the recipient, it was still not certain whether or not this association involved discrete pieces of donor DNA. The data in fact were consistent with either a copy-choice or a breakage reunion model of recombination. If recombinants resulted from a copy-choice mechanism they should be relatively free of parental DNA whereas a breakage reunion mechanism requires an association between the original parental DNA and recombinants. Evidence has now been obtained to show that in H. influenzae, recombinant molecules with genetic information contributed by both donor and recipient DNA's have a structure that suggests direct insertion of discrete single-stranded segments of donor DNA into the recipient chromosome during transformation.
The series of experiments to be reported below utilized donor DNA that had a buoyant density of 0.0310 to 0.0360 g/cc greater than native light DNA, It was labeled with 32p and carried a genetic marker for resistance to cathomycin (resistant to a concentration of over 20 #g/ml cathomycin). The light recipient DNA was labeled with tritium (3H) and carried the genetic marker for resistance to streptomycin (over 2,000 /Ag/ml streptomycin). The density distribution in cesium chloride of the two DNA's is shown in Fig. 2 donor atoms into recipient DNA are given in Fig. 3 . These kinetics were similar to data obtained from sucrose density gradients which showed approximately 75% of donor DNA associated with the recipient 70 min after uptake. After short periods of incubation a large fraction of the donor DNA was at its original density position indicative of unintegrated DNA. Only 10 to 15% of the donor atoms were found at a lighter position. As a function of time there was a progressive transfer of heavy donor DNA to a lighter position until at 70 min only 20% of the donor DNA was at its original position. The donor DNA which had shifted its position was clearly denser than recipient DNA.
Although from the density profile it appeared that there were only two peaks of 2p material, from a consideration of the biological activities of this material three regions could be delineated ( P-labeled, cathomycin resistance-marked DNA (0.1 /ug/ml). DNA uptake was for 5 min followed by a 2 min treatment with 5 #ug/ml of DNAase at 37°C. Samples were taken after further incubation for 40 min.
of the native heavy DNA, (b) a peak of intermediate density from which recombinant DNA could be obtained, and (c) a region corresponding to the recipient light DNA in which there were initially relatively few donor recombinants. In all these samples the donor transforming activity occurred at two positions in the gradient, its original position and a density position approximately 33% denser than recipient DNA. Recombinant transforming activity (SC), which must result from the association of genetic information from both the donor and the recipient, occurred at a position 25% denser than v recipient DNA. The fact that donor DNA was present in a hybrid position and that the specific activity of this DNA was similar to unintegrated DNA supported the notion that discrete pieces of DNA had been integrated into the recipient chrmosome.
Inasmuch as recombinant material did not incorporate more than 50% of the heavy donor DNA it was concluded that the structure of the early recombinants could not result from the incorporation of double-stranded material only, and might be the consequence of the incorporation of singlestranded DNA. In examining this problem two approaches were used. First, if the DNA were incorporated as double strands it must on the next replication become relatively lighter, that is hybrid material at 10 min compared to material one generation later at 40 min, must reflect the incorporation of light DNA. On the other hand, if single-stranded incorporation had occurred, subsequent replication would yield hybrid material of approximately the same density. In fact, the position of the recombinant molecules did not change. For SC recombinants the initial hybrid position was two and a half fractions from the light peak and for the C recombinants approximately 3 fractions from the light peak. At 40 min some donor transforming activity and recombinant activity have appeared in the light position, but the major portion has remained at the hybrid density. At 70 min the recombinants were positioned half in the light and half in the hybrid fractions. Since a density shift did not occur in the bulk of the recombinant material at 40 min, one was therefore inclined to accept the notion that incorporation involved single strands. Support for this notion was obtained from experiments in which the hybrid material was denatured and rebanded. If the structure of the hybrid represents the incorporation of segments of double-stranded donor DNA, then upon denaturation the density of the single strands should not increase more than the amount expected due to denaturation alone. Alternatively, if only a single strand of the donor DNA were integrated, on denaturation of the hybrid DNA, the donor radioactivity should band at a position closer to that of denatured dense DNA. From the data presented in Fig. 7 it is clear that the 32p hybrid DNA shifted to a heavier position than that expected merely from denaturation. In another experiment presented in Fig. 8 , the banding of hybrid fractions before and after denaturation was compared. The native hybrid DNA was found to band approximately at its original density position. Again, the hybrid DNA after denaturation moved to a denser position than would be expected for denaturation alone. The fact that the denatured hybrid did not shift all the way to the heavy position suggested that covalency existed between the recipient DNA and the integrated donor strand. It may be concluded from the density of the native hybrid DNA as well as the large increase in density as a result of denaturation, that very large segments of donor DNA were incorporated. Estimates of the size of the donor piece integrated gave a value of two-thirds of one strand of DNA of molecular weight sixteen million or about six X 106 daltons. It should, however, be noted that the hybrid region is quite broad and represents material with a considerable amount of density heterogeneity. One is inclined to suggest that this represents the transfer of various sized pieces during the transformation process as suggested by Hotchkiss a number of years ago (10) . It could also reflect a random breakage of DNA during extraction.
DISCUSSION
The picture of the recombination process that emerges from the foregoing results may be visualized as follows. The DNA is taken up in a double-stranded form as evidenced by the fact that the intracellular donor DNA is present in a heavy native position, and is biologically active. No appreciable amount is found in the denatured heavy position. After uptake the donor DNA undergoes some inactivation to a fixed level. This DNA then undergoes a pairing relationship with the bacterial chromosome; however, there is little direct evidence for the pairing step. In the pairing reaction there is a transfer of one strand to the recipient DNA and the breakdown of the other strand which is rather quickly incorporated into recipient DNA under normal growing conditions. Under conditions in which the cell is not synthesizing an appreciable amount of DNA this material may be solubilized and released into the medium as indicated by the experiments of Stuy (11) with cells that had taken up DNA under rather restrictive conditions of growth. The association of donor and recipient DNA can be prevented or at least considerably reduced by irradiating donor DNA or recipient cells with ultraviolet light. Integration can also be blocked by lowering the temperature to 18°C or less. The inability of ultraviolet-light treated DNA to integrate may be ascribed to the cross-linking of the two strands which precludes the opening out of the helix to affect the necessary complementary base pairing. The effect of low temperature in preventing integration may be due to either the slow rate of enzymatic activity or the requirements for energy for the recombination process. Cesium chloride density gradient centrifugation analysis of extracts of transformed cells showed that during recombination discrete pieces large enough to cause a shift in density are integrated into the recipient chromosomes. Rebanding of hybrid fractions before and after denaturation clearly showed that only one of the two donor strands was integrated. Apparently one strand paired with its complementary homologue and the other strand was excised and degraded. Although no evidence could be obtained for the presence of denatured donor DNA, some donor material was found to enter the light recipient DNA without concomitant biological activity. Following incorporation of donor DNA into the recipient chromosome covalency was quickly established with the recipient DNA. Data showed that the donor and recipient DNA's were already covalently linked by 10 min after DNA uptake and hybrid material present at zero minutes after DNA uptake was, also, already covalently linked.
The transfer of DNA during the integration reaction seems to involve pieces which are considerably different in size, since a considerable amount of density heterogeneity is exhibited by the hybrid DNA. It is interesting in this respect that the SC recombinants which were observed were somewhat lighter than C recombinants. This result would be expected if a large donor segment bearing both the C marker and the streptomycin marker were integrated. It has been demonstrated previously (3) that the density of S, C, and SC recombinant material was essentially the same under conditions in which no heavy isotopes were incorporated.
Preliminary evidence has been obtained to show that either strand of the DNA may be incorporated during the integration process (12) .
It is believed that this model of the transformation process explains an apparent paradox which was observed earlier when it was found that the synthesis of transforming DNA was initiated relatively soon after DNA uptake, approximately 15 min, whereas replication of transforming cells did not occur until some two generations later (1) . A one generation lag was ascribed to the fact that H. influenzae appears as chains of two in a growing culture, whereas the other generation lag could possibly be due to the need for an additional round of replication. It is now clear that this additional round of replication involved the formation of the complementary strand of transforming DNA.
Our results are essentially in agreement with those of Fox and Allen (13) and Bodmer and Ganesan (15) with respect to single strand integration. The difference between the pneumococcal, subtilis, and hemophilus transformation systems probably reflect time differences in the various steps leading to integration.
It should be noted that the integration of a single strand during the process of transformation with the concomitant loss of the other strand makes it rather unlikely that the process of recombination and transformation is the same as the process of recombination in higher organisms which involves chromatid exchange with conservation of both partners.
Discussion
Dr. Hotchkiss: I suppose it is clear to everyone that two kinds of measure are being made, the measure of information such as markers transferred and then the matter: a mass measure of DNA in the form of P32 or heavy atoms, so that the genetic marker where it is assayed is a sampling of what the total DNA measured chemically or isotopically may be going through.
Dr. Goodgal said something about the unity of biochemistry, and I suppose I've always thought that where there's unity there's biochemistry and where there's not unity there's biology. We have two biologists trained as geneticists, on the second part of the morning's program. I think you'll find that they are operating at levels indistinguishable from those of the first two speakers. That's because they're modern biologists. Dr. Ephrussi-Taylor was really one of the very first to find markers that were subgenic in nature when they were turning up in high organisms; she is really the first to have them and operate with them in DNA material. And, if any of us had been able to understand what was going on then, we would have known they were the beginnings of fine structure. She has chosen this part of her work rather more than the physical chemical part which she is also interested in and occupied with for her paper today and her actual title will be: "Genetic Studies of Recombining DNA in Pneumococcal Transformation" by Drs. Ephrussi-Taylor and Gray of Western Reserve University.
